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Ecoinch is a service provider for the built environment. From the design and construction of a

building to its interior design fit-outs, and subsequently its operations and maintenance - all

stages are professionally managed.

❖ Interior design

❖ Green building

❖ Real estate consulting

❖ Information technology (IT)

ABOUT US



➢ Turnkey execution

➢ Furniture design

➢ Home decor

➢ Lighting design

INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICE



OUR CLIENTS



HI – TECH

DESIGN OPTIMISATION
FOR MAXIMUM

SPACE, COMFORT & PERFORMANCE

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY



DESIGN OPTIMISATION

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Shapes And Forms

Creating lines, shapes or forms using

the room’s furnishings and structural

design can bring harmony, unity and

contrast to the designed space.

Proper Space Segregation

Having a proper segregation through

spaces helps in defining the personal,

social or communal spaces.

Visual appeal and delight

The overall appearance and the vibe of

the designed space modifies the level

of interaction with the designed space.

• Lighting and illumination

Natural or man-made light is a critical

aspect of any space. Without it, all of

the other elements would not be able to

shine to their full potential

• Materials and finishes

Materials & finishes play a very salient

role as they manipulate the overall look

& the visual appeal of the space.

• Well-detailed elements & features

Details are not just details they make

design. They define the intensity of the

design and enhance every bit of the

designed space.



SPACE COMFORT PERFORMANCE

❖ Space maximization

❖ Spaces customized to user

requirements

❖ Integration of nature with

indoor spaces

❖ User centric design

❖ Customized for visual,

thermal and acoustic

comfort.

❖ IT enabled faceless service

❖ Intelligent building controls

❖ Resource efficient

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY





1. Feasibility 2. Concept 3. Development
This initial phase of the project

includes preliminary meetings and

discussions of the property. We will

find out more about you and your

design ambitions for the project

along with your timescales &

budgets, We’ll work with you to

build a detailed brief and identify

your design preferences.

Concept Design is the beginning of

the creative process. We’ll develop

some layouts for your property as

we begin to investigate finishes,

design styles and influences. We’ll

create the early 3D models

describing the volumetric aspects

of the design.

At the design development stage

we get into the detail of the

scheme. We’ll refine the internal

layouts and specify key finishes

and materials for the floors, walls,

furniture etc. and prepare a BOQ.

Meanwhile we define the lighting

concepts and MEP requirements

for final sign off.

DESIGN PROCESS



6. Post Completion4. Technical

With the design signed off, we

move onto the Technical Design

stage where we prepare a

coordinated, fully-detailed set of

working drawings for the design

execution, including downtakings

on refurbs and all the proposed

new details for the build.

5. During Execution

Once the execution start, we will

undertake workshops and

discussions to review the design

proposals with the contractors in

detail and advise on any specialist

sub-contracted elements of the

project, assisting them in

mobilising resources as required.

As the project concludes we will

ask for the final build drawings to

do an analysis between the initial

designed space and final built

space after which we will assist

the project manager in preparing

and issuing the practical

completion certificate.

DESIGN PROCESS



Station 408

The days of dull and drab cubicle spaces are long

gone, with employers realising that inspiring

surroundings can have a direct effect on their

employees' creativity. Keeping that in mind Station

408 has been designed with open lunch space and

designer booths as work cubicles in industrial setup

with pendant lights in order to create different work

experience.

Office Space
Designing

OUR PROJECTS

























Collapsible partition specially designed to increase 

the capacity for training purposes.



Collapsible partition specially designed to increase 

the capacity for training purposes.
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